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FISCHERSPOONER. One on One 
Random Play with Songs from the Forthcoming Album Sir  
 
FISCHERSPOONER announces a one-night only endurance performance and world 

premiere listening party entitled One on One/Random Play. At this intimate event, 

Casey Spooner invites one person at a time into the Sir exhibition at mumok. Each 

audience member will enter into a private and unique dialog with him while hearing 

songs from the new FISCHERSPOONER album Sir. Visitors will encounter Casey 

Spooner not only as a listening partner but also as a sculptural object, reiterating the 

exhibition’s idea of the body as currency and brand: a blank canvas waiting to be 

used. 

 

Visitors will be allocated a time period for their personal meeting with Spooner at the 

entrance to the exhibition.  

 

The Album  

Sir was made with REM frontman Michael Stipe and Beyoncé producer Boots, and 

will come out in 2018 on the New York electro label Ultra Records. So far the single 

Have Fun Tonight has been released from the album. On the day of this performace a 

second single entitled Togetherness will be released. This performance is a 

continuation of the FISCHERSPOONER installation created for mumok, and 

performance, exhibition, and the album Sir all raise questions about the borders 

between private and public space. Where does the private end? Where does the 

public begin? And in which intermediate spaces do we operate?  

 

The Exhibition  

FISCHERSPOONER are presenting their dazzling and playful universe full of queer 

passion for the first time at mumok—in a show entitled SIR. A photo series by Yuki 

James will form the basis of an installation that FISCHERSPOONER have designed 

for this exhibition. The photos show Casey Spooner and many friends, acquaintances, 

and also anonymous men (recruited in the Internet), photographed in Spooner’s 

former New York apartment in various enactments and guises ranging from leather-

and-chains bondage to frank male nudity, always within a warm domestic interieur 

and with the greatest possible expressivity. This use of the private ambience of an 

apartment as the stage for self-enactment raises questions concerning the borders 

between private and public space. 

 

FISCHERSPOONER operate in the intermediate spaces between humor and 

seriousness, pop culture and art, fiction and fact, the public and the private. This “in-

between space,” the continuous gap between all-too-simple parameters, is the 

location of FISCHERSPOONER’s masferful theatrical balancing act, done with no fear 

of falling—or rather driving right into the fall  “The discovery of this unnamed space,” 

mumok Museum moderner Kunst  
Stiftung Ludwig Wien 
Museumsplatz 1, 1070 Wien 
 
 
FISCHERSPOONER. One on One 
Random Play 
Friday, October 13, 2017  
3 to 7 pm 
Participation included in exhibition 
entrance ticket  
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Warren Fischer said, “felt honest and ecstatic; the world cracked open and an elusive 

truth was revealed.”  

 

Biography 

FISCHERSPOONER’s 1998 debut at Astor Palace Starbucks, New York, was followed 

by shows at MoMA PS1, a performance in Rirkrit Tiravanija’s installation Apartment 

21, and marathon performances in the New York galleries Gavin Brown’s Enterprise 

(2000) and Deitch Projects (2002).  

 

FISCHERSPOONER have published three music albums: #1 (2000), Odyssey (2005) 

and Entertainment (2009). The duo presented the cover and the first single from their 

upcoming album Sir in April 2016 during a lecture event at the Guggenheim 

Museum in New York. In September 2016 FISCHERSPOONER held a lecture at the 

Art Institute of Chicago. 

 

 


